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Introduction 

 

Rabindranatha Tagore was a versatile Genius. He was a great poet – a prose writer, dramatist, essayist 

and novelist of very high order. He was a great philosopher, educationist, painter, musician, spiritual guide, 

nature and romantic poet like Wordsworth.Tagore's permanent impression is there in the world as a great poet. 

Tagore gained a place on the ‘world map in India’ a very important place. It on the basis transce – creation of 

Gitanjali. 

 

Analysis 

 

Rabindranatha Tagore he was a prince of patriotism like William Butler Yeats in Ireland. He was a great 

philosopher by his own wright deepest thought of east and west in him. He was a projudious composer musician 

in very high and mighty. He composed two thousand songs of each of which he set his own tune. He was a pure 

an Angle in his personal life. And his morality shore like a star, above all these things, he was a ‘man of god’ 

and nearest to Him in his devotion.  

Anywhere in the word, he was an educationist, his dream had a taken shape in his “Vishvabharathi”, the 

unique university at Shanthinikethan. He was a person with a wide sympathy for the lowest and the lost. He had 

worked all his life for the social uplift of the poor. He was a worshiper of nature and beauty, having a closed tie 

with both these elements. He virtually breathed with them. He was a strikingly handsome person.  

Tagore was a cultural ambassador of his country to the contemporary world. No wonder his countrymen 

and others who know him came to regard this saintly poet par with almost other righter.  He was an art and 

literature par-excellence. It was lucky that English speaking friend impressed by casual record, recitation of one 

and continued to press his request to get an authentic translation of the original Bengali poems Rabindranath 

Tagore.  By then Tagore had drawn the reverence of the WORLD POET – VISHVAKAVI. Then he was an 

impressed by the society of the purpose and did not like to disappoint him. All the thought a speaking lavish 

rough was interested was seeing authentic translation of the great poet the world would go ecstsy over poet 

Tagore. If only world would come in contact with forms as well as substance of Tagore’s literature. His 

immense has been displayed in his sonorus style, diction, and choice of words alliteration imageries and word 

pictures. He was wizard in combing word with super songs even a translator varied in the two languages Bengli 

and English to work large portion delicate original poem of Tagore shall remain interpreted translated process 

hardly mirror.    

But Superb has his masterly prose and political writings have hardly been explored by the foreigners. 

During his foreign toures, the poet came in contact with westerners where ever, he went his moral stature was 
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recognize song regarded him mystic poet from the orient, there ended enquire about the poet, his winning of the 

Nobel prize in 1913 received interest of some western off a while.   

Conclusion 

 

When a correct appreciation and estimation would be made Tagore would sailed has greatest among 

front ranking lyrical posts of the world I would like to give a longest rope to my imagination and the wishes that 

the Tagore literature, would find abiding place in most enlighten English speaking homes, young man and 

women would poor over lyrical poems of Tagores to fixed echo their own souls. Rabindranatha Tagore – the 

great man who was called as the GURUDEV by Mahathma Gandhi. 
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